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edition to which he has added the 
D×r ¼×dir printed edition of 1957, 
prepared by BuÐrus al-Bust×n÷, used 
as another manuscript. The edited 
text is clear and the editor has added 
many vowels to the consonantic text 
to facilitate its reading and under-
standing. A select bibliography (pp. 
165-175) and an index of subjects 
(pp. 177-185) and of quotations 
mentioned both in the introduction 
and in the English translation (pp. 
186-187) end the English part of the 
book, while a Fihrist al-mu½Ðala¬×t 
(index of technical terms) is found 
after the Arabic text. On the whole, a 
very good book which will be 
extremely useful for historians of 
science and of scientific thought.               
              Julio Samsó 
 
DE CALLATAŸ, Godefroid and 
Bruno HALFLANTS (eds. and 
transs.), On Magic I. An Arabic 
Critical Edition and English 
Translation of Epistle 52a, Epistles 
of the Brethren of Purity, Oxford, 
Oxford University Press – The 
Institute of Ismaili Studies, 2011, 
198 pp. (English) + 110 pp. 
(Arabic). 
After the General Editor’s 
Introduction by El-Bizri (2008) and 
the publication of Epistles 22 
(Goodman and McGregor 2009), 10–
14 (Baffioni 2010), and 5 (Wright 
2010), On Magic comes fifth in the 
Epistles of the Brethren of Purity 
(EBP) series published conjointly by 
the Oxford University and the 
Institute of Ismaili Studies in 
London. With a sure (even if not 
altogether swift) pace and still a long 
way ahead, EBP comes to supersede 
the editio princeps of Kolkata (1812) 
and Friedrich Dieterici’s pioneering 
work (1861–1872), as well as the 
Beirut edition (1957), and it offers a 
first critical edition of the Arabic text 
with an annotated English translation 
for the whole corpus (references to 
all previous complete editions, none 
of which was critical, are given in the 
volume under review on p. XXI). As 
for the present book, one could 
hardly have entrusted the edition-
cum-translation of the short version 
of On Magic to more suitable 
scholars: Godefroid de Callataÿ has a 
well-established and fruitful focus on 
Ikhwān al-¼afāÿ studies and Bruno 
Halflants is presently preparing a 
critical edition of the long version of 
On Magic for the same EBP series. 
In accordance with the general 
plan of the series, On Magic consists 
of an Introduction (pp. 1–67) and a 
Technical Introduction (69–84), the 
Arabic edition with critical apparatus 
(١١٠–٥) and its corresponding anno-
tated English translation (85–159), a 
selected bibliography (161–176) and 
two indexes (a subject index on pp. 
177–194 and an index of loci on pp. 
195–198). The critical edition and the 
technical introduction are authored 
by B. Halflants, while G. de Callataÿ 
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signs both the annotated English 
translation and the remainder of the 
introduction. 
The vindication of magic (“part of 
the ultimate sciences of philosophy”, 
pp. 90 | ١٠) constitutes the fourth part 
of the Brethren’s epistolary compen-
dium and is a substantial element of 
this “masterpiece of mediaeval litera-
ture that presents a populist yet com-
prehensive adaptation of scientific 
knowledge” whose role as an “intel-
lectual prompt and catalyst” is justly 
emphasized by de Callataÿ (p. XX). 
According to the Brethren’s classify-
cation of sciences, si¬r embraces not 
only such “magical” practices as 
incantations, spells, and talismans but 
also less ill-reputed disciplines like 
astrology (encompassing the know-
ledge of the stars, the spheres, and 
the zodiac) and alchemy (“which 
banishes poverty and does away with 
adversity” [pp. 95 | ١٦] and “by 
which misery is expelled and by 
which damages are removed” [pp. 
143 | ٨٠]). Two congruous subdivi-
sions of magical sciences are given in 
Epistle 52a: alchemy, astrology, 
magic and telesmatics, medicine, and 
asceticism (pp. 95–96 | ١٧–١٦) and 
medicine, alchemy, astrology, and 
telesmatics (143 | ٨١–٨٠) —all of 
which are presented as having in 
common a validity that some deny 
and disavow out of “their laziness, 
their meagre longing for learning and 
understanding, and their lack of 
shame” (pp. 99 | ٢٢). 
The details of editorial matters are 
extensively dealt with in the technical 
introduction. The Arabic edition is 
actually based on MSS L (Köprülü 
871) and N (Esad Efendi 3637), in 
addition to the Beirut edition 
(concordances for all three texts are 
given on pp. 79–81), but a list of 
consulted manuscripts is provided for 
the reader’s information (pp. 69–70: 
six from Istanbul, two from the 
Bodleian Library, three from the 
BnF; the oldest one dated 1182 CE). 
The complexity of the stemma 
codicum, to which some considera-
tions are devoted, is well reflected in 
the image on p. 77. Scholars with an 
interest in ecdotics will surely find it 
worth their while to give some 
thought to Halflants remarks on the 
implications of the twofold copying 
tradition of Epistle 52 in the Arabic 
Islamic world. Now, while the 
edition proper more than meets all 
academic standards, it still is 
unfortunate to see that in Digital Age 
soft-ware advances in text processing 
have not yet reached all the quarters 
of Humanities —and the issue goes 
well beyond petty aesthetics indeed, 
as proved by the editor’s explicit 
complaint (p. 82) on the impossibility 
of using a font with the so often 
needed undotted consonant charac-
ters. 
As for the Introduction to the 
volume, de Callataÿ gives an over-
view of the manuscript tradition and 
advances some provisional remarks 
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on the Short and Long Versions of 
On Magic (Epistles 52a and 52b; the 
divergences between both versions 
are so great that the authors consider 
them to be unreducible to one 
common origin, which would justify 
the editorial decision to publish them 
separately). Then the corpus of au-
thorities mentioned in Epistle 52a as 
well as the origin and tradition of the 
stories reported therein are dealt with 
in detail (pp. 19–67). The reader will 
find there the Platonic source of the 
tale of J÷rj÷s-Gyges (told on pp. 97–
100 | ٢٣–١٨); the þAbbās÷ context for 
Alma’mūn’s pretending prophet (pp. 
100–104 | ٢٧–٢٣); Qur’ānic verses 
quoted in connection with magic (pp. 
105–107 | ٣٠–٢٧); Judaeo-Christian 
narratives reflecting what seems to be 
a rather limited knowledge of the 
Tanakhic text, most probably through 
some intermediaries (pp. 107–116 | 
٤٤–٣١), as for instance the stories of 
Esau and the son of Nimrod, of Jacob 
and Laban, of Saul and Samuel (all 
of them accompanied by exhaustive 
Tanakhic parallels on the footnotes); 
and finally the reports on ¼ābi’ans, 
©arrānians, and ©an÷fs (pp. 116–146 
| ٨٥–٤٤), to which a most minute 
explanation is devoted (pp. 36–67). 
The many notes to the English 
translation by de Callataÿ himself are 
equally comprehensive and most 
useful when it comes to the 
explanation of termini technici and to 
intertextual references to the Ikhwān÷ 
corpus. 
Incidentally, we dare suggest that, 
if chronology does speak against 
taking into account al-Rāz÷’s (d. 925) 
Book of Properties as the treatise 
referred to by the Brethren, Pseudo-
Apollonius of Tyana’s Physica 
(quoted several times in al-Rāz÷’s 
text) might be as plausible a 
candidate as Jābir (cf. p. 125, 
footnote 134). On a side note and 
since we have touched on properties, 
on p. ٨٦ one might be inclined to 
accept, on grammatical grounds, the 
reading ﻠـ  li- of N and B rather than 
the editor’s يف —to be translated on 
p. 147 not as “the [colour] yellow” 
and “the [colour] black” but, of 
course, as “yellow bile” and “black 
bile” (scammony and the Armenian 
stone being among the most often 
mentioned cholagogues in Graeco-
Arabic medical and pharmacognostic 
texts). A little further on, the case for 
the emendation of  َّبش ‘alum’ (pp. ٨٧ 
| 147), even if partially backed by L 
بسنملا, is admittedly too elusive to be 
examined here in detail. Let us just 
say that, in spite of the ubiquity of 
the form  َّبش East and West from 
very early on, the stone referred to 
was originally jasper (بَْشي)—cf. 
Dioscorides, Materia medica 5:142 
λίθος ἴασπις (Wellmann III 10011-17) 
and especially Galen, De simpl. med. 
IX.II.19 ὁ χλωρὸς ἴασπις (K XII 2073-
5). 
All in all, having at our disposal 
this critical edition of On Magic 
together with the promise of the 
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imminent publication of the Long 
Version is great news not only for 
scholars whose focus lies on Ikhwān÷ 
studies but also for those interested in 
the reception, assimilation, and 
circulation of scientific and technical 
knowledge (and of “magical” lore in 
particular) in the early þAbbās÷ 
period.                    
                           Theo Loinaz
    
BAFFIONI, Carmela (ed. and 
trans.), On the Natural Sciences. 
An Arabic Critical Edition and 
English Translation of Epistles 15-
21, Epistles of the Brethren of 
Purity, Oxford, Oxford University 
Press – The Institute of Ismaili 
Studies, 2013, 441 pp. (English) + 
491 pp. (Arabic). 
The book here reviewed makes 
the sixth volume of the aforemen-
tioned OUP – ILS Epistles of the 
Brethren of Purity series and the 
second one authored by Carmela 
Baffioni after her edition and trans-
lation of Epistles 10–14 (On Logic, 
2010). Modelled after its prede-
cessors, On the Natural Sciences 
contains an Introduction (pp. 1–59) 
and a Technical Introduction (pp. 
61–106), a first-time critical edition 
of the Arabic text (pp. ٤٨٣–٥), and 
a fully annotated English translation 
(pp. 107–357). Three appendices 
(on pp. 359–369, 371–383, and 
385–392 respectively) offer the 
Arabic edition, the English transla-
tion, and a brief but clarifying 
commentary of three interpolations 
found in different manuscripts: in 
Appendix A an addition to Epistle 
15 is given (it is in fact a passage 
borrowed from Bal÷nūs’ Sirr al-
Khal÷qa), in Appendix B an Addi-
tion to Epistle 20, and in Appendix 
C an Addition to Epistle 16. The 
Arabic text is complemented with 
an exhaustive index of termini 
technici on pp. ٤٩١–  ٤٨٥ , while in 
turn the English part includes a 
Bibliography (pp. 393–407) and a 
thorough set of indexes: a Subject 
index (409–428), an Index of 
ancient names (429–434), and an 
Index locorum (435–441). 
The edition of On the Natural 
Sciences is based on MS Atıf Efendi 
1681 (the oldest one containing any 
fragment of the Epistles, dated 1182 
CE) and a full collation of all fifteen 
manuscripts selected for the series 
(a very detailed description is given 
on pp. 65–78). Establishing a 
critical text on such a great number 
of copies must have been a daunting 
task in view of the poor state of the 
tradition especially regarding 
Epistle 21 On Plants (٤٨٣–٤٠٩ | 
315–357). Further elucidatory work 
shall have to be made, for sure, on 
some obscure mineralogical passa-
ges (the consultation of Fabian Käs’ 
monographic Die Mineralien in der 
arabischen Pharmakologie [2010] 
might have been of some help) as 
well as on our understanding of the 
